
  

PIONEER   

NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED DOCTOR HAS HELPED THOUSANDS REVERSE   

NEUROPATHY WITHOUT SURGERY OR MEDICATIONS   
  

Imagine waking up every day suffering, depressed, and hopeless. All you could ever want or hope for is just 
a second of relief! This is the life of someone who suffers from Neuropathy. Neuropathy is the new 
epidemic in our lives today. What is Neuropathy? Neuropathy is fancy word for “nerve damage.” It is a 
condition that causes your nerves to stop working. Nerves in your body perform two major functions. The 
first is movement. For our hands to grab something, a nerve tells a muscle what to do. For us to walk, a 
nerve tells a specific muscle to contract. The second function of a nerve is feeling. When you step on 
something, receptors fire and send information through your nerve to the brain that tells you what it is. 
When the feeling portion of the nerve is damaged, it shows in two ways. The first is numbness and the 
second is an amplified response.   
  

People with Neuropathy can expect to have:   

• Numbness   

• Tingling   

• Burning   

• Chronic Pain   

• Balance Issues   

• Too Much Feeling   
  

Who is Dr. Thai?   

Dr. Thai started his career as a chiropractor. Today, and for the last several years, his specialty is any condition that 
involves nerves. He is the pioneer of a process that has helped thousands nationwide reverse neuropathy. Dr. Thai 
figured out how to use medical technologies such as specialized surgical lasers and other technologies that allow the 
body to speed up its natural repair process. His process decreases inflammation, increase the uptake of nutrients into 
cells, and allows the body to repair and regenerate damaged nerves and tissues. His process is comprehensive. 
Patients are given a nutritional program they follow to help establish an anti- inflammatory state in their body. It is an 
important part of his process. They only way you can get real results is to deal with all of the problems that are 
making the neuropathy worse. So many of Dr. Thai’s past patients have been told they can mask the symptoms with 
medications or injections.  This simply does not work and NEVER will benefit the patient.  Our process is PROVEN to 
repair and rejuvenate nerves in a pain free and sustainable way. 
  

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What can I expect during my in-office neuropathy consultation at Advanced Nerve & Health? 

You already took the most important step by completing your telemedicine visit and now arranging to come 
into the clinic.  Once you arrive in our office, you’ll be greeted by our front staff.  If you were not able to complete 
your paperwork at home, we’ll be happy to provide you with a packet upon arrival.  We’ll make you comfortable 
in our waiting room while we prepare for your one on one deep dive into your specific neuropathy condition.    

Our office is always buzzing with new patients and current patients, so we may look quite busy while you wait 
to see Dr. Thai, Dr. Buckley or Specialist Hunter.  We promise to give you the time you deserve to find answers 
towards recovery and relief.  Once your medical background has been reviewed, you’ll be escorted to an exam 
room.  This is where the background information and investigation begin!    

In order to determine the extent of your neuropathy, Dr. Thai, Dr. Buckley or Specialist Hunter may perform a 
nerve sensitive test or a class IV laser treatment during your time in our office. All of this is done onsite with our 
professional medical staff.  Once complete, you will ask a series of questions and then review a few key factors.  
By the end of your consultation, you will know the answers to the concerns below….  

1. Are we able to help you?  Are you a candidate for our treatment process?   

a. Dr. Thai will NEVER waste your time or money.  If we’re not able to help you, we will find 
another avenue for you to try.  

2. If we are able to help you…..how many treatments will be needed?  What is the time commitment 

required on your part?  

a. Every patient has a specific plan built to the needs of their recovery.  We will explain everything 
in detail.  

3. What other components of the treatment process will you need?  

a. There’s a medical treatment process combined with home therapy options and detailed specific 
nutrition elements and supplements.  The Doctor will determine the best combination specific 
to you.    

Once your consultation is complete, the Doctor will write up your life-changing treatment plan and then explain 
the details.  Afterwards, your patient advocate (Ashley or Quinton) will walk you through the next steps of 
starting your treatment.    

 

 

 

 

 



And to address one of the main concerns of our patients…… “Does Insurance Cover This?”    

The simple answer is ‘no.’ But it is NOT that simple. 

 

Our treatment, even though backed by years of clinical research, clinical outcomes and FDA approved, major 

medical insurance companies continue to hold back on supporting non-invasive care that doesn’t involve 

pharmaceutical drugs, surgeries and unnecessary expenses. 

Our patients are faced with deciding ‘what is my health worth?’ 

 

They simply haven’t caught up to our valuable and innovative area of expertise, but we’re trying. We have 

found options to help our patients take on the financial weight. But let’s be honest, that term ‘out of pocket’ or 

‘not covered by insurance’ can be scary, but the real fear is obvious, and that is but ‘WILL THE TREATMENT 

WORK?!’ 

 

The only true way to know is to educate yourself and find the answers for your specific issue. I urge you to be 

assessed properly and find out your treatment options. There is a chance we may not be able to help. In fact, 1 

in 3 patients cannot be treated. But you will know this immediately after your consultation and diagnostics. 

 

Because we have years of success in treating our patients by regenerating and rejuvenating nerves and reliving 

nerve related pain; it’s our continued mission to educate, innovate and treat all those that suffer from 

neuropathy. 

 

Insurance coverage should never dictate your quality of life. 

 

A message from Dr. Thai: 

“It is always interesting to me that patients look at their health and think because insurance companies pay for 

treatment, that is the answer. They look at what it costs, not what can it do for you. Insurance companies have 

created a mentality that if something is not covered by their insurance company, then it is not worth doing. That 

thinking is why more and more patients have neuropathy. Think about this— insurance companies and Medicare 

are willing to pay for medications which have absolutely no nerve repairing properties at all. All they do is act like 

a BAND-AID and cover the symptoms. Once you stop taking the meds, the problems come back. Worse yet, once 

your body builds a tolerance to the medications, you feel even worse. If you talk to anyone diagnosed with 

neuropathy, it is the same story over and over. You must take your health in your own hands. It is not how much 

you spend, but what gets you lasting results!”  

 

 

 

We know it is an expensive investment to repair your nerves.  We have financing options 

available to ALL our patients. 
 

  

  

 

 


